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CONSULSAT MARKET RESEARCH

ABOUT US

We are Problem Solvers
At Consulsat, we help our client take business and marketing
decisions with confidence combining human analytics skills
and research-driven insights.
We are problem solvers. We empower business leaders.

We are a leading market research consultancy working with top brands locally and regionally. We have
proven expertise in delivering tailored and actionable insights for strategic marketing decisions and
organizational growth.
Driven by a team of seasoned research professionals, we see beyond data & unearth exceptional, actionable,
practical insights and recommendations.

We Are
Result Based
Insights to develop strategies and adapt business to the competitive environment
Expert Advice
Actionable solutions to the most complex marketing & business problems.
Diverse Approach
Creative, Innovative & practical approach to marketing & social researches
Professional Team
Collaborative client engagement, exceptional people and committed to quality & integrity.
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CONSULSAT MARKET RESEARCH

WHO ARE WE?
More about our strength and capabilities
Consulsat Market Research is driven by senior research professionals who have years of market experience and
expertise under their belt. Our leadership team has in-depth experience in applying suitable methodologies across a
wide range of different industries, geographies and cultures. We constantly make an impact on the growth of our
client’s businesses.

MOHAMED HAMZA
CEO & MANAGING DIRECTOR
Mr. Mohamed Hamza is the Managing Director and CEO of
Consulsat Market Research. He has decades of experience in
Qualitative, Quantitative and Social Research. He is one of the
most notable & accomplished expert in the field of market
research in the region. Mohamed manages more than 60
projects of various nature every year. He propels the company
towards a culture of collaboration, new innovations & continued
success for clients. He has completed his Bachelors in Science
and Masters in Business Administration.
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WHY CLIENTS PREFER US
We Have More Than 15+ Years Advisory Experience
We are a leading market research consultancy working based out of Khartoum, Sudan with
top brands locally and regionally. Consulsat has proven expertise in delivering tailored and
actionable insights for strategic marketing decisions and organisational growth. We uncover
consumer and market insights to companies envision new brand strategies.
We have deep expertise in Quantitative and Qualitative research methodologies and has
been the preferred partners for our clients who are looking to strengthen their brands with
customer and market insights.

ü We believe we will be Successful if Our Clients are Successful.
Consumer & Market insights are at the heart of everything we do. Backed by years of
experience, our research expertise turn you business challenges into opportunities and ideas
into reality.

ü Domain and Regional Market Expertise
Specialized in customized qualitative and quantitative B2C and B2B research solutions, we
deliver timely and actionable insights. Based in Khartoum, Sudan, Consulsat operates
throughout the MENA region.

How do we help brands?
We have deep expertise in market segmentation & customer profiling, market sizing & share
analysis, customer satisfaction research, social & policy research etc. We are the preferred
research partners for leading brands.
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CONSULSAT MARKET RESEARCH

WHAT WE DO
How do we help clients make informed decisions?
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MARKET RESEARCH

CUSTOMER RESEARCH

SOCIAL RESEARCH

Today’s market trends are constantly shifting and
changing. This makes conducting market research on a
regular basis more important than ever if brands want to
keep up with current market trends and maintain the
competitive edge. Whether starting a new business or
product line, conducting market research is imperative to
understand the target market, increasing sales, and
improved business growth.
Research helps in.
ü REDUCED MARKET RISKS : Research helps in
minimizing business risks
ü MARKET TRENDS : Identify changing market
conditions and their impact

The ultimate goal of consumer research is to serve as the
voice of the consumer. It is often considered is an
invaluable business tool that help brands understand
theirs customers and what makes them tick. It looks at the
driving forces behind customer behavior, consumer
psychology and their purchase patterns. Customer
research focus on understanding the consumer as a
person and providing the brands with relevant, actionable
and accurate information about their target buyers. Our
expertise in customer research helps brands in
ü MARKETING CAMPAIGNS: Created more targeted
marketing campaigns.
ü CUSTOMER PROFILING : Understanding customer
purchase behavior and attitude.

We work with Governments & Ministries, International
multilateral organisations and other Policy Makers on a
variety of social policy challenges. Some of the thematic
areas include youth & unemployment, gender inclusion,
education etc. Our research expertise have helped
immensely in the policy framing process. At Consulsat, we
offer full range of social & policy research tasks including
project design, data collection, analysis & reporting and
monitoring & evaluation.

OUR RESEARCH SOLUTIONS

OUR RESEARCH SOLUTIONS

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

MARKET SIZING & TRENDS ANALYSIS
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
CONCEPT & PRODUCT RESEARCH
RETAIL AUDITS
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OUR RESEARCH SOLUTIONS
ü ASSESSMENT & RESEARCH
ü DATA COLLECTION
ü MONITORING & EVALUATION

CSAT & LOYALTY RESEARCH
USAGE & ATTITUDE
BRAND & MEDIA RESEARCH
CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION

CONSULSAT MARKET RESEARCH

SELECTED CASES
How have we helped some of the leading brands

Customer Research : Usage & Attitude of Milk & Cereals
Overview
Studies of Usage, attitudes, and awareness enable marketers to quantify levels and trends in
consumer knowledge, perceptions, beliefs, intentions, and behaviors (both actual and
intended) of a particular product. It gives immense insights on consumption trends and
market patterns. It is particularly important in cases of FMCG products where users are
exposed to various brands. U&A research helps brands understand how behavior and usage
changes by brand and the motivating factors to purchase a particular brand.

The Challenge
Client, who is a leading manufacturer of infant formula and cereals wanted to understand
the following with regards to usage and attitude
1.Consumption habits of various baby food products and reasons for not using the same
2.Brand awareness and usage
3.Recommendation
4.Perception of various brands
5.Ranking of various brands based on the product characteristics
Further, the client wanted to understand the price sensitivity of these products or how much
are the prospective customers willing to pay for these.

The Approach
The project consisted of two stakeholder groups, the doctors who are prescribing the
products and the mothers who purchase it for their kids. The project also employed price
sensitivity analysis using Westendorp PSM model. Quantitative methodology was used to
identify the usage and attitude among the target audience

Client Impact
The client gained insights on the perception, awareness, usage & attitude and brand
attributes. Challenges in reaching the product to the target audience and reasons for
acceptance were also dug in deeper. Further, the preferred pricing points to purchase these
products also were identified. It also gathered a clear picture of the brand’s position in the
market and what factors the consumers valued.
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SELECTED CASES
How have we helped some of the leading brands

Social Research : Understanding Challenges Faced by Young People
Overview
Social research is very crucial to explore almost all areas of human behavior to gain a greater
understanding of individuals and societies and how to help them make better choices. It helps
in gathering, analysing and interpreting information for a variety of social, economic and policy
purposes. In today’s context, policy-making processes routinely incorporate social scientists
and social science research findings as part of the functions that determines policy choices.

The Challenge
A leading multilateral international organization with a global presence wanted to understand
the issues faced by youngsters in Sudan. The project was a youth-focused study to help the
ministry of sport and youth formulating a new policy for youth development and also assess in
putting programmatic recommendations for the organization. The key objectives the research
tried to uncover were
ü Feelings and motivations around migration, the risks associated and views on what role
these play in decisions to migrate or not
ü Youth and their in engagement with civil society / and their community and what could be
done to improve participation and engagement, what could be done by government?
ü Educational deficits and constraints in the current situation

The Approach
A mix of qualitative and quantitative studies was used. The initial hypothesis was discovered
through the qualitative focus groups, which were used as inputs to develop the quantitative tool
to validate it. The project covered youth in three cities in Sudan (Nyala, Kassala, and Khartoum)
and in both rural and urban areas.

Client Impact
Based on the research understanding, the client was able to give actionable recommendations
to the government on how to improve communication with youngsters and also to keep them
engaged. The study also pointed out challenges youngsters faced in education and employment
and possible ways to overcome the same.
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CONTACTS

KHARTOUM, SUDAN
Street 15 cross Mohamed Najeeb St.
11111 Khartoum, Sudan

NAIROBI, KENYA
Uganda house , Second Floor , Flat NO 201,
Nairobi, Kenya

TALK TO US
Email: info@consulsat-sd.com
Phone: +249 99 980 0800

Consulsat Market Research has compiled the following brochure for information purposes
only and no representation or warranty is expressly or impliedly given as to its accuracy,
completeness or correctness. It does not constitute part of a legal offer or contract. Please
get in touch with our consultants for a quick discussion on your business objectives.
© 2020 Consulsat Market Research. All rights reserved.

